
Strong Yet Memorable Passwords 
 
 How can you create a strong password that you can actually remember and hackers cannot guess?  It’s 
not as difficult as you think.  Here are several strategies that will help you be secure and minimize the 
frustration of not remembering your password. 
 
Derive the password from a phrase or sentence 
Think of a sentence or phrase that means something to you.  It could be a line from a poem or song.  It 
could be a famous quote.  Take the 1st letter from each word and put them together to form your 
password.  For instance consider the line from the Beatles song Hey Jude.  “Hey Jude, don't make it bad. 
Take a sad song and make it better.”  Taking the first letter from each word would yield hjdmibtassamib.  
Since most systems today require the use of upper and lower case letters, numbers, and special 
characters, we can easily enhance our new password to be even more secure and be compliant with 
these stricter password policies.  Try capitalizing the initial letter in our password to be Hjdmibtassamib.  
Even better, capitalize the J as well (since this represents Jude – a proper noun) and any other letter that 
is normally capitalized in our phrase HJdmibTassamib.  To incorporate numbers, try substituting a 1 in 
place of each i (or perhaps a 6 for each b).  If our password contained an e we could substitute a 3. 
Special characters can also be easily used.  Try using a $ for each s or an @ for each a.  Another 
possibility is to include the punctuation in your phrase (if your phrase asks a question – be sure to 
include a ?).  Here’s our password that’s got it all: HJdm16T@$$@m16.  Now we have a password that is 
easily remembered and hard to guess. 
 
String Together Initials 
This strategy is similar to the one above.  Start by listing your 3 initials and those of your family.  You 
may arrange them by age (oldest to youngest or vice versa).  Decide which of the initials to capitalize 
(for instance, capitalize the first and last initials of each family member and leave the middle initial 
lower-case).  Place a number or special character between each family member’s initials.  If you need 
additional characters so your password is at least a minimum length, append some special characters or 
a number which means something to you (such as the year of your birth).  Such a password might look 
like WtB!RpB!RvB89.  You could also easily substitute special characters and/or number for some of the 
letters. 
 
 
Special note: If you have multiple passwords for several systems, keeping up with which password to 

use with each system can be a problem.  Sometimes you cannot avoid writing down 
your passwords.  If you must, keep your passwords on a small card in your wallet or 
purse.  Never leave a password with your computer (stuck to your monitor, etc.)  Just 
remember to change your passwords if your wallet or purse is lost or stolen. 

  


